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I
n September, 1968, amidst a great deal of optimistic prose, a 
New Curriculum was instituted at the University of Toronto's 
Department of Architecture. It was proclaimed shortly 

thereafter that, with this Curriculum, the school was "at the front 
of a new architecture". 

In the fall of 1982, a new Acting Dean was appointed to the Facul
ty of Architecture and Landscape Architecture. His mandate , 
from the University's governing body, quickly became clear. In an 
address to the Faculty Council in October, he asked the rhetorical 
question, "What is the use of retaining an undergraduate pro
gramme in Architecture that, after fourteen years, continues to 
alienate the rest of the University, the profession, and the Depart
ment's own best students?" 

What had happened in those fourteen years? I believe that, in the 
re-evaluation of the New Programme now under way, the evidence 
coming to light suggests that implications of educational malprac
tice, and of the victimization of students, will have to be given 
serious and thoughtful consideration. Yet it now appears possible 
that such a state of affairs did not come about through the 
deterioration of what initially were good intentions. This paper 
seeks to provoke much-needed debate on the possibility that the 
New Programme embodied, from the very beginning, mechanisms 
that tended to militate against academic freedom in the learning 
of architecture. Moreover, it is not merely a story of parochial in
terest. The case of the New Programme at the University of Toron
to raises issues that concern schools of architecture everywhere, 
whether they retain any legacy of the '60's or not. 

By all accounts, Toronto's Department of Architecture prior to 
1968 was a solid if not particularly high-profile school, with close 
ties to the profession. But university expansion was still under way, 
employment was high and traditional standards of educational 
quality were being thrown into question. 'Progressive education' 
was the banner of the times. The New Programme set out to 
dismantle the traditional strucrure of university architectural 
education - based on the lecture, the practical class and the 
design studio - and claimed to re-assemble the necessary content 
in the form of the "Core Problem" . Within the Core Problem, a 
design project was to be understood as an "open-ended probe" . 
There were no longer to be the usual mandatory lectures on mat
ters of technology, history, theory, and design methods, nor prac
tical classes in drawing and presentation methods. Instead, it was 
claimed th at the student, as he progressed through one year-long 
design project, would at certain points in the project realize his 
need for certain kinds of information. At such times, it would be 
his responsibility to seek such information from the staff - who 
were no longer teachers, but had become, in the best Newspeak of 
the time, "resource persons". Each year of the five-year pro
gramme was divided into stages, some of which were designated as 
technical or historical "workshops" , but always "relevant" to the 
theme of the year's project. Elective courses were still presented in 
a more traditional format, but the activities of the Core Problem 

were the central concern, occupying in practice approximately 
ninety percent of the student's time. 

There was a further important change. As "resource persons" , the 
staff were to relinquish their former pedagogical authority in mat
ters of design. Staff and students now formed a "peer group" in 
which everyone's opinion was of equal value, it was claimed, being 
based on his everyday experience of the world. Design projecta 
were just as "open-ended" for professors as for studenta; there were 
"no right answers", and "the outcome was the truly unknown" or so 
claimed the school's Calendars at the time. 

Here was a programme, then, that offered the appealing cachet of 
being in tune with the times; of meeting militant studenta' 
criticisms of outmoded educational structures and Establishment 
attitudes. The fact that it had been imponed from a scene of real 
unrest and militaney - Columbia, 1967 - to one of backwoods 
calm was not often ment:ioned. The comparative novelty of 
pseudo-Leftists "social concern" , of what was in reality second
hand Team X rhetoric, caught the imagination of students; for 
some, here was a respectable and inspiring cause. 

Yet, even at the start, contradictions were conspicuous. U the 
design projects were truly "open-ended", why was there such a 
strongly moralistic tone in the criticism that students' work began 
to receive in those first few years? Why was it that the New Pro
gramme's legacy of Team X beliefs was never dealt with openly, in 
the context of more recent polemical positions and criticism of 
Team X's work? And why was it that, even though there were no 
"right answers", those students whose work parroted the 
iconography and rhetoric of Team X in general and Aldo van 
Eyck, Herman Hemberger and Le Corbusier in particular (but 
without any sense of the sophisticated principles involved in the lat· 
ter's ·work} became elevated to membership in an exclusive social 
group (the Schutz.sta.ffel, as a disenchanted graduate once called it) 
around certain staff members? Indeed, if the New Programme 
sought the implementation in architecture of "the most diverse 
precedents" and the development of a student's personal position 
- as distinct from a position assimilated from acc:epted authorities 
- why were certain approaches to design consistently denigrated 
when they appeared in students' work? More importantly, why did 
some students seem to be being consistently subjected to public 
humiliation by certain staff during presentation of their work? 

When such questions are asked, the possibility arises that what 
went on at Toronto after 1968 was, for some, not so much educa
tional reform as the building of a little empire. It would, of course, 
be natve to suggest that empire-building, hypocrisy and the 
establishment of a party line are unusual in schools of architecture. 
But what waa unusual at Toronto was, first , the degree of disparity 
between the idealism of its rh~oric and the student's actual every· 
day experience in the school; and, concomitantly, the degree to 
which the teaching of architecture suffered in the course of the em
pire's construction. 
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The empire at Toronto was built on and NJtained by myths rather 
than pedagogical content. F'mt and foremost among these myths 
wu that of archicect as c:reatin pu.: heroic, intuitive and 
original rather than rational, explicit and catholic. It is ironic that 
in North America we owe this myth most of all to the self
promoc:ional effoita of Frank Uoyd Wright, who always suffered 
neglect at the hands of the New Programme's ideologues. It is even 
more ironic given the New Programme's profesled ditda.i.n for 
"prima donna·ism. Yet Wright's legacy was taken up by Louis 
Kahn, whole "aincerity'' went over better at the school, especially 
considering his influence on HerubeJ"Fr and van Eyclt, while Le 
Corbusier's Niettaebean visions of grandeur were pan and parcel 
of his role in the achool's mythology as chief deity and role model. 

The myth, u it affected the student at Toronto on a day·to·day 
buiJ, had the further function of establishing a set of criteria by 
which be would be judged. It fint manifeated itadf in the admis
sions process: com'elltional sundards of evaluation (high school 
marlta 01' previous university studies) were to be disregarded in 
favour of the results of an interview and the e.umination of a port
folio, which together would reveal whether or not an applicant 
"had what it takes". This mysterious and indefinable "certain 
10mething" wu often outwardly indicated, so it seems, by a certain 
natveti. Such were the- first indicatioos, in the Programme's 
mythology, of a deeply entrenched anti-intellectualism, and a 
nriatiooon Rou.eau's notion of the Noble Sava~. A clarity of in
sight born of child-liR innocmce wu to be aspired to; an "insight" 
und.istonrd by the artificialities of consumerist society. 

But this did not mean t.Mt crafta.manship and hands-on experience 
were oece~~arily to be considered laudable qualities in a student. 
Within the programme, the myth was sustained and elaborated: 
crudene~~ (a " rude vigour", perhapt) in one's graphic work and 
tome suggation of profound inner struggle wen much to be 
desired, in the view of some of the more influential staff. Icons and 
anti-~ were ~ to the task of reinforcing the myth: every 
year 1t was proclaimed that Matisse was manly, Aubrey Beardsley 
effete, Miea an anal reten:t:itvoe and Corbuaier vigorow and vital. 
Approved precedeuta were, however, rarely analyzed rigorously in 
temu of their formal.principles - their grammar and syntax -
but only de.crihed. m teJ1DI of the {dubiow) implications for 
human behaviour within them. 

For, as ~ been~~ th~ roots of the ~am.me's ideology lay in 
Team X BehaVl0lU11Jll . The faUaoousneu of the Behaviourist 
doctrine lu.J been dealt with elsewhere. It would be inappropriate 
to talte up the cue again, because in fact the New Programme did 
not ~ dea_l wi~ T~ X principles rigorously, but clouded their 
formal tmplicatlODI wtth its own myths. 

Acceptance by students of the myth of geniw allowed the Pro
P'~ to .claim that architecture could not be taught but only 
uup~ Etther a student "had what it takea" or be didn't; and if 
he di~ t , there WD:l' t. mu~ that could be done by the school. Any 
su~ that: f~ his twnon, a student might expect to receive 
formal mstructlon m methods and akilla was liltdy to be answered 
''Surely you don't want to be ipOOn-fedi". Apparent deficiencies i~ 
a student's work coul~ thus always be attributed to a penonal 
we~. not to a lack in his training. In addition, it could always 
be ~.aimed that be had not IOUght the help of the "reaource per-
10~i~ he ought to have done so, or indeed that he had not 
rea that he needed to leek it. 

~ithin ~ rhetoric of the New Programme, it became extranei 
dtfficult, if no~ impoaible, to attribute deficiencies in a student'~ 
;;rk. ::~thmg other than ha own shortcoming~ - not to the eo:' e s actual lack. of content, for example, nor to actual in
to ~ onthethe part of the staff. 1_be student was encouraged 

· at N~ Programme existed as a mechanism within 
wh;cb be w:uld ~~e competence in architectural design only 
~ 0~ ~ e . was willing to commit himself to becomin a ' 
open ' stratght!orward" and "confident" perton. If hegwas O:f~ 
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that he had failed to achieve this competence - and •'-- f 
th h " " • ., d-..1 UlC Ita f oug peers m an open-en cu probe", were still judges of tha~ 
- he \lad only himlelf to blame. In this way, a second myth _ th 
myth of character - was introduced, and linked to the rtrst. e 

A d~nt p~ted to the Fourth Year clus of 1975-74 by i 
Co-ordinator , entJtled Towards a Contract for Asswm ts 
the situation clear: ent, maltea 

Al.though we are engaged in professional education, in
evttably we are concerned with our own development Tha · 

hi lilt 
. t 11 

~o say arc tecture, e everything else, reflects the values of 
tts creators and B? assessment should deal with our values as 
they can be manifested through our work. 

What we are trying to do then, it seems to me, is to articulate 
those values we admire in people (and, therefore architects 
and ultimately, buildings) . .. The values then that I can ad: 
mire can, for the start , conveniently be taken from Bertrand 
Russel. They are vitality, courage, sensitivity and in· 
telligence. I believe they are manifested in architecture just 
as they are in any other aspect of life. The work you under
take in a Core Problem will inevitably reveal your character 
when looked at in the.e lights. 

(It is significant that, although called a "contract", the document 
nowhere specifies the Co-ordinator's responsibilities). 

In such documents as these, and in countless \lilreeorded extern· 
pore monologues in reviews of student work, the switch was made 
by sophistic sleight-of-hand from the discussion of the discipline of 
Architecture to the discussion of character. Many students willing
ly accepted this. After all , this was a university school of architec· 
ture, and it was not entirely unreasonable for students to assume 
at l~ast in the.ir early ye.an at. the school, that the staff were actin~ 
ethically and m good fanh , With the students' best interest& in mind 
insofar as the teaching of architecture was concerned. 

Yet it seems that there was never much question raised over the 
fact t.Mt the educational principles .most often cited as being fun
damental to the New Programme were derived from texts on the 
education of children, not adults. Rwsell's four qualities of 
character were thoee he hoped to inculcate in children attending 
hU Beacon Howe School. A.S. Neill'a Summerbill was frequently 
presented as a model for the New Programme, as was David 
Holbrook'a The &ploring Word , dealing with the teaching of 
poetry to children as a means of engendering (Holbrook'a) moral 
values in them. These ideological references become all the more 
significant given that Aldo van Eyck's seminal work waa a building 
for children: the Orphanage in Amsterdam. In the same way, 
Hertzberger's Montesaori Primary School and Kindergarten in 
Delft, considered by ita architect as a machine for developing 
"identity'' in its occupants, is the model for all his other projecu. 
And, indeed, it is no accident that the New Programme's F"mt 
Year Core Problem was the design of a summer camp for children; 
nor, indeed, that the Second and lhird Year Cores, in their 
original format, carried unmistakable overtones of summer vaca
tions ("Oa.sia" - a highway motel - and "Resort"); and that the 
Fourth Year Core Problem, "Education", involved the design of 
facilities to house "progressive" child education programmes -
Monte~~ari, for example . The New Programme th~ contained its 
automatic justification, and its own mechanism of indoctrination. 
The presence of such a mechanism explains in part why the Pro· 
gramme was able to survive for ao long without internal revolt. 

Myth substituted for content; beliefs (q\laai-religioua, peeudo· 
Leftiat) substituted for ideas; a cult, in effect, substituted for 
teaching: this was the charlataniam of the New Programme. Let ua 
hypothaize that, for some of its more unscrupulous participanu, 
the pu.rpoee of the New Programme may have been to engender • 
situation in which they - who were being paid to teach - would 
be able to relieve themselves of the responsibility of accually 
teaching. As a "ruource penon", an unscrupulous staff member 



who aligned himself with the New Programme could, if he chose, 
relinquish all conventional pedagogical duties of organizing and 
conveying content - and suffer no penalty. AA a " peer" to atu· 
dent, drawing on his "experience as a man", and declaring himself 
opposed to intellectualism (aa being effete, and synonymous with 
Rightist formalism), he could further relinquish all responsibilities 
of undertaking scholarly research. To be sure , desk crits and juries 
- the essence of any design studio - would a till be his responsibili· 
ty. But with the myth of creative genius in force, an incompetent 
tutor would not appear incompetent. Such a situation would 
become self-perpetuating: the less active and well-read a staff 
member might be, or become, the more it would become necessary 
to keep the student ignorant in order to maintain minimal 
credibility as a "resource person". Under such circumstances, 
teaching would be the very thing a teacher would have to avoid do· 
ing: vagueness would become the order of the day. 

Furthermore, since the Core Problem was not based on a specific 
and realistic brief, the staff member would never be obliged, in 
juries to apprai!e a project in terms of such a programme (implicit· 
ly revealing his own design abilities, or lack of same), but only in a 
descriptive and ad hoc manner. For 50Dle, the sooner they could 
steer the discussion from architectural matters in to a commentary 
on the student's personality and values as (supp<lledly) readable 
from his work, the better. Since a student was obliged to construct 
his own brief for each project, and since, in the New Programme, 
reviews (juries) were intended to criticize a design in terms of its 
"intentions" , he would, more often than not, get it at both ends. 
For thO&C non-cultists who had taught themselves how to pro· 
gramme, how to design and how to draw, the reviews were not so 
much pedagogical instruments as potential psychodramas, in 
which they risked undergoing vindictive and destructive personal 
attacks. And since the staff member was required, if acting as Year 
Co-ordinator, to be accountable for an evaluation of a student's 
work only once in an entire year (at the end, as 'Honours'. 'Pass' or 
'Fail' only), the Co-ordinator would not be obliged by the Pro· 
gramme's structure to present a substantial, consistent and 
justifiable attitude to that work in the course of the year. 

Indeed, under such circumstances, it would be in the student's best 
interests to ingratiate himself with his Year Co-ordinator in any 
way he could. The absence of marks on individual stages of the 
Core Problems - and thus the absence of any structure of staff ac· 
countability through the course of each year, until the very end -
seems to have constituted another mechanism of victimization in 
the New Programme. It was also for this reason that the much· 
vaunted staff-student parity on the school's Council was of no more 
than rhetorical value. With staff members holding absolute power 
over a student's future in the school, free speech on his part was 
hardly advisable, and any real student-initiated change to the Pro· 
gramme hardly feasible . This was the second major reason for the 
Programme's longevity. 

Thus, dissenting students could find themselves in a truly K.a.fkaes· 
que situation . Without letter grades or numerical marks it became 
difficult to transfer to another school. No matter how good their 
work might be (by outside standards and through self-directed 
study and work experience), it was constantly in danger of being 
subjected to ideological condemnation (especially if well-drawn). 
Since it was only officially marked once each year, their security in 
the programme was constantly in doubt. 

In the second half of the '70's, the situation altered somewhat, in 
that a split began to occur between the frrst three years of the Pro· 
gramme and the last two. New staff. and old staff willing to pursue 
new directions, gravitated towards the upper years, and students 
who had until that point been teaching themselves saw the 
possibility of support and encouragement. Competing ideological 
positions began to assert themselves, and those who adhered to the 
old faith fared less consistently well than they had previously. The 
period from about 1976 to 1981 became known to some as The Big 
Thaw, when some of the school's best work was produced; but after 
1981, things seemed to be getting cold again. 

In fact, the new faces had not lasted long. Confronted with the 
Core Problem's built-in resistance to a pluralism of approachea, 
and with the antagonism of the New Programme' a ideologua (who 
still held power in the lower yean, but now saw that power fading), 
the recent arrivals 10ught more respectable and accommodating 
opportunities elsewhere. In addition, a change in administration 
in 1981 had precipitated a crisis among those long-term faculty 
who were more open-minded. The laissez·faiTe attitude of the 
"Thaw" period had given way to confrontational tactia that 
favoured the New Programme's own old guard. In protest, a 
boycott of upper·year staff ensued. Such waa the situation confron· 
ting the Department's Acting Dean when he took up the appoint· 
ment. 

It waa the cold of provincialism that he found to be regaining a 
hold on the school. It was a cold that for year had not allowed 
pluralism to flourish, but had enabled dogmas of the 1950'a to re· 
main grotesquely preserved, immune to the current of di.smu.rae 
and change that was going on elsewhere on the international scene. 
Now, in early 1985, the future of the school is an open question. It 
is the intention of this paper to provoke open debate on the effecu 
and implications of the New Programme. Through such a debate, 
the recent history of the school may be further clarified, and pre· 
sent choices facing it and other Canadian schools may become 
clearer. 

Paul Boulard is a pseudonym fOT a gradual e of the Faculty of Ar· 
chitecture and Landscape Architecture, Universily of Toronto. 

SITE STUDIES: 
THE TERRAIN OF 
IDEOLOGY 

This is the landscape of war 
Shards and stumps and Broken Men 
By the wayside 
As metaphor of some truth, hidden. 
This is the climate of battle 
Tundra taken for granted 
And shivering 
Each individual out in the cold 
Like wounded birds 
Left behind in winter. 
This is the whimper inaudible 
Existent, reverberating 
As if something someone said 
At one moment 
Might have meaning at another 
Or forever. 

And so there was a cause 
And so people took it up 
For fear, for vengeance 
For lack of better things to do, 
To gi .. -e their lives meaning. 

Someone whispered in my ear 
Architecture is my love 
Now we are comrades in the field . 

Luigi Fernra 
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